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James Flaherty

Foreword
Anyone who reads a headline has probably seen words like “UNCERTAIN TIMES” or
“CRISIS!”. Having been through a stock market crash or two and "the recession we had to
have”, I’ve read it all before. Maybe, for once, it might be true - that ‘this time it’s different’?
And in in those dark days in March, I wasn’t sure where we’d be by now. I don’ think it was here,
wherever here is. It can change by the day.
All in all, despite some mistakes, government has stepped in and prevented good businesses
from failing, and kept people in employment, or at least on a payroll. One of my businesses
receives JobKeeper and Cash Boost, so that has helped me continue to provide work inside and
outside the company.
I wouldn’t be alone however, I felt we’d sort of ‘got on top of things’, and despite what we saw
overseas, our own bubble of good health management and being good citizens had seen us
through. Time soon to go on holidays at home and in the Pacific, maybe Ski Japan for those who
like a cold summer… but how quickly a things change, a policy miscalculation, a few people who
don’t follow the rules, and even just how easily this virus can spread…
A couple of successful business owners have said to me ‘All this for a flu?’ Well, it’s not a flu and
your own views aside, what is more relevant is we need to focus on the conditions we face now
and ahead. Smart business owners ask me and the people I work with what to watch for, and
how to manage risk when there is uncertainty.
So once again, we asked the experts. Members of thesolvers.com.au, the Insolve Panel of
Independent insolvency Practitioners, and also Patrick Coghlan and his team at CreditorWatch.
This Playbook is an anthology of ideas, discussions and blogs, so it is intended as a resource to
dive into issues and topics that are relevant to you during the current economic thaw. As I read
through the contributors’ ideas and comments, here are a few things I take away.
• Government stimulus has also kept failing businesses alive, an unintended by-product. What
impact does that have on their competitors, their creditors and their clients? Which one are
you? What if you are one of the ‘zombie business owners’? How recently have you checked?
• How do you get debts repaid if you can’t pursue them as easily? Will you offer terms, and as
many small businesses are finding out, good luck getting terms at all!
• Don’t be an unsecured creditor to business whose Director has used the period of protection
to move all the assets over the last few months and aims to leave a hollow shell with no money
for unsecured creditors or an insolvency professional to do their job.
There must be a way for good businesses to protect themselves, and prosper, and lend and
borrow to keep the lights on, the wheels turning. Some straight talking in the following material,
have a look, have a think - would be interested to hear your thoughts!
James Flaherty
Director
All content published in this e-book constitutes general information only and does not take into consideration your personal circumstances. We have used best endeavours to make it
as accurate as possible at the time of publication but be aware information can change rapidly. You should speak to one of our panel members to understand how this information might
relate to you.
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Meet Our Contributors
Chris Baskerville
Chris Baskerville is a business problem solver who connects like-minded people
together. Chris is the Brisbane Managing Partner of Jirsch Sutherland. Chris is a
Registered Liquidator, Trustee in Bankruptcy, Chartered Accountant and a
member of the Insolve Panel.
“If businesses are smart, they will look at growing their business in uncertain times,
because there are opportunities out there…. use the time afforded by government
stimulus money to look at new markets and suppliers so that you can come out of the
other side healthier.”

Ginette Muller
Ginette Muller is a Financial Crisis Advisor specialising in safe Harbour. Ginette is
also a Debt Mediator, Registered Liquidator and Chartered Accountant. Ginette
is a partner at Hall Chadwick and a member of The Insolve Panel.
“Indications are that the short-term protections against insolvent trading, and other
stimulus will not be extended or will taper off. So, Directors need to give themselves
and their business the time to stay afloat.”

Roland Robson
Roland Robson has extensive experience in financial restructuring - from
personal entity engagements through to publicly listed companies. Roland is
Joint Managing Partner of Robson Cotter Insolvency Group, an Insolve Panel
member, Registered Liquidator, Trustee in Bankruptcy and a CPA.
“Too many businesspeople leave things too late’. They hope for a happy ending, but
‘the movie script’ if you like, isn’t that good. Best to stop ﬁlming, and do it properly,
rewrite the story and try again…”
Bruce Pasetti
Bruce Pasetti is the ‘go-to’ for actions for Windup, or to defend companies or
Directors against similar actions. Bruce is a Solicitor with over 20 years legal and
specialist Insolvency experience, and he is the managing partner of Stratos Legal.
Bruce is a member of TheSolvers.com.au.
“Please don’t make agreements on debt restructures or new contracts on a
handshake! (or elbow nudge or whatever you are doing to say hello these days). Write
it down! …. The old saying about a verbal contract not being worth the paper it is
written on is absolutely true.”
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Meet Our Contributors
Bill Cotter
Bill Cotter brings insolvency and turnaround expertise across many industries
ranging from property, retail, to manufacturing and transport. Bill is Joint
Managing Partner of Robson Cotter Insolvency Group, a Registered Liquidator,
Trustee in Bankruptcy , Chartered Accountant, and Insolve Panel member.
“When businesses that are still trading in some form and are propped up by JobKeeper
and other stimulus, but then fail afterwards when the supports are removed, a
liquidator may well be looking closely at where its payments have been made.”

Stuart Craig
Stuart Craig specialises in working with management to implement effective
operational and commercial strategies tailored to the business to boost cashflow
and profitability. Stuart is a CAP, a member of TheSolvers.com.au, and a Director of
888x.
“Plan to work out whether your operation is still viable and healthy. Part of that process is
to keep having the six critical conversations I identified when the crisis began and refresh
them. And keep doing it.”

Stephen James
Stephen James has 20+ years of corporate reconstruction/ insolvency experience.
His commercial approach enables him to achieve optimal outcomes for
stakeholders. Stephen is Managing Partner of BCR Advisory Adelaide, a Chartered
Accountant, Registered Liquidator and Insolve Panel member.
“If you have taken early advice, you will know whether you should stand and ﬁght a
preference claim, or fold. Dealing early is usually the best.”

Patrick Coghlan
Patrick Coghlan is the CEO of CreditorWatch, having in 2010 been one of its three
founding employees. Patrick’s industry knowledge and leadership qualities have
enabled him to play a key part in developing CreditorWatch’s values and teamspirited culture, as well as drive the company to considerable growth. He also
sits on the Business Advisory Panel of ASIC.
”Do your due diligence – it is vital. From credit checks to monitoring debt and payments,
there are alarm bells that zombie companies ring when you know what to look for. I’d
encourage any business owner to be watchful and to know their numbers inside and out.”
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Part I – Immediate Survival
What can you do to manage
uncertainty as the world begins to
reopen?
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How To Avoid The
Preference Payments Trap
Zombie

One of the risks of the COVID-19 economic downturn are zombie

Companies

companies propped up by short term stimulus. The threat posed

and Preference
Payments

by preference payments from these and other failed businesses is
just as deadly, but you can take steps to try to protect yourself.

be deadly.

To find out what to watch for and the traps to avoid, Insolve asked Solicitor
Bruce Pasetti of TheSolvers.com.au, and Insolve Panel members, liquidator
Stephen James and liquidator/bankruptcy trustee Bill Cotter.

Here's how to

What are Preference Payments?

combined can

try to protect
your business

“A preference payment is a payment made by an insolvent company to an
unsecured creditor thereby causing disadvantage to the remaining unpaid
creditors. Effectively, that payment means others miss out on a ‘fair’ share,”
says Stephen.
In other words, the failing zombie business pays their mates, or whomever is
screaming the loudest, rather than paying something to everyone equally.

Some ways a payment qualifies as a preference include:
• a reasonable person in the creditor’s shoes should have suspected
insolvency
• it was made within 6 months of the company liquidating, or 4-10 years prior
to the liquidation if the payment was made to a ‘related party’.

How can I avoid Preference Payment traps?
One trick is to become a secured creditor through having strong terms and
conditions in your business supply contracts and by registering on the PPSR
before giving credit or accepting payment on terms. Cont …
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How To Avoid The
Preference Payments Trap
Bruce warns: “Secured creditors are not impacted by Preference Claims. But be
aware, it’s vital to get your PPSR Registration absolutely accurate and correct. You
must invest time in it, or alternatively, engage a specialist. An incorrect
registration is useless if defeated by the liquidator because your entire investment
is very likely to be lost.”
CreditorWatch offers an award-winning product – PPSRLogic – that simplifies the way you create,
manage and renew your PPSR registrations. With PPSRLogic, you access an innovative portal that
automatically identifies missing or incorrect information, so you can complete registrations
faster. You can also upload bulk registrations and import existing registrations.
Over 500 CreditorWatch customers use PPSRLogic: read their success stories and see how it’s
transformed a business just like yours. Find out more at https://ppsrlogic.com.au/

Can I fight my way out of the trap?
“Yes you can, but like any scenario with zombie companies, you have to minimise your risk,” says
Stephen.
Business owners should consider the following when chasing outstanding debts:
1. Follow a standard debt collection process previously communicated to the customer
2. Keep written communication to a minimum
3. Enter instalment arrangements early
4. Try to avoid having round figure payments from debtors. Instead have specific invoice
amounts paid.
Stephen says: “If you have taken early advice, you will know whether you should stand and fight a
preference claim, or fold. Dealing early is usually the best.”

Do the temporary COVID-19 business measures impact preferential payments?
For the period between 25 March-24 September 2020:
• Insolvent trading rules were relaxed
• The minimum debt amount required to issue a bankruptcy notice or liquidation proceeding
(such as making a creditor’s statutory demand) was raised to $20,000
• The time allowed to respond to a bankruptcy notice or creditor’s statutory demand has been
increased from 21 days to 6 months.
Bill Cotter says: “Even in these times, the liquidator still has to prove you suspected a company
was insolvent when you received the challenged payment. If you chase a late payment, or accept
part payments, the circumstances could be argued as being related to the general economic
crisis, and short-term cash flow challenges, but not necessarily a reason for you to suspect that
the creditor was insolvent.” Cont …
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How To Avoid The
Preference Payments Trap
Bill also suspects that his fellow insolvency practitioners will take an industry-by-industry
view. “For example, take a tourism operator whose business has been in hibernation. If it
were a zombie business that was wound up, it is unlikely it will have made too many
preference payments over the six months preceding its failure.”
“If other businesses are still trading in some form and are propped up by JobKeeper and
other stimulus, but then fail afterwards when the supports are removed, a liquidator may
well be looking closely at where its payments have been made.”

Stay alert and don’t get caught out
In zombie movies, the traps are easy to spot. We squirm in our seats, we get outraged at
our heroes for being so stupid and more than anything, we can’t believe they didn’t see the
obvious. Preference payment traps aren’t obvious, but there are ways to avoid them if you
stay alert. Don’t get caught, but if you do, get specialist advice on how to respond …..
because there is often more than one way out of the trap!
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If Your Business Was A Movie,
How Does It End?
James Flaherty

Why is closing

My friend Hazel reckons most movies these days are all about the

a business like

show, not about the story. All special effects and noise, with visual

the ending of a
movie?
Answer;
sometimes you
can pick the
ending …

trickery and explosions to make up for the lack of plot and story.
There much less glamour or razzmatazz in running most businesses. You
usually don’t feel like you’re living a movie star life if you are up before dawn
and home after dark, day in and day out, keeping the business wheels
turning.If you love it, and the sacrifices of family time and risk are rewarding
you, well done you!
For the rest of us, it can be a bit (or a lot) of grind! Maybe your business takes
up a few chapters in a book about your life, but probably not a full movie
script featuring all the big stars!
The tough conditions we’re in right now, plus Hazel’s comment made me think,
‘if a business was a movie – how does it end’? If you think about all the movies
you’ve seen – good ones and bad – it seems to me there are about four
different types of ‘endings’.

#1 The Satisfactory Ending … like ‘The Princess Bride’
This is the good one. This film is a feel-good story of love, laughs and
adventure. You float out of the cinema (or maybe switch off the telly) with a
warm feeling. Great story, what a finish! They ride off into the sunset, they live
happily ever after, it was all worth it in the end. Cont …
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If Your Business Was A Movie,
How Does It End?
This is where you sell the business, and maybe can buy that place on the coast or in the
country. Or you hand it on the next generation. Or you just close up with money in the
bank with the help of the accountant or lawyer. You pay all your bills oﬀ. Job done.

#2 The abrupt end – The story needs to stop somewhere … sort of like ‘No Country
For Old Men’
This type of movie can be frustrating. It’s a good tale and it seems like something different
might happen, until the end … it’s a cut to black, a ticking clock and none of the characters are
where we wanted them to be!
Many a ‘good business’ runs out of juice. Or like what’s happening now, you suddenly realise
there isn’t a business anymore. For example, quite a few hospitality and tourism places won’t
reopen after the Covid-19 restrictions ease.
In this scenario, this is the ‘Members Voluntary Liquidation’ where you call in a professional
Liquidator to realise the assets and pay as many bills as you can. Or it’s a Voluntary
Administration where you hope that the business may survive, but a restructure is required. As
an owner, you may lose your investment, but perhaps there will be a sequel where you can
rebuild again in the future.
I spoke to Liquidator Roland Robson about my idea and asked him about this ‘movie ending’.
He says ’too many businesspeople leave things too late’. They hope for a happy ending, but ‘the
movie script’ if you like, isn’t that good. Best to stop filming, and do it properly, rewrite the story
and try again…’

#3 The climactic ending that could have been much different – A Bridge Too Far?
The hero fights off the enemy but is finally overwhelmed. Or they get away in the nick of time,
in just the clothes they are standing in, to start again or live another day. In A Bridge Too Far,
based on real events, an overly ambitious plan comes unstuck and despite heroism the plan
fails in the end.
In a real-life liquidation, the Company Director finally ‘calls time’ and gets a qualified Liquidator
in. Or, more dramatically, the Creditors apply to wind the business up.

#4 The Never Ending … Casablanca? Ground Hog Day?
Those movies where there are too many loose ends. It just tails off. Or the story stops ready for
the sequel. Or they keep making the same story over and over.
In Casablanca, and Rick and Ilsa’s situation, the end is neither happy nor simple. We see the
lovers have to split up a second time – we wonder as the plane flies away, will fate one day turn
in their favour? … Or maybe this is like most of Ground Hog Day – Bill Murray’s character has to
choose the right path and be a better man to stop being trapped in the same day over and
over? Cont …
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If Your Business Was A Movie,
How Does It End?
Sometimes business has been so traumatic people just walk away, hoping that all the pain ‘will
just go away’. The debt, or risk of being sued, hangs over them for years. Some people even
ignore the company legal paperwork until their company is de-registered. They don’t open mail
because one day there might be a letter from ASIC, a letter from the ATO they don’t want to
face.
Bruce Pasetti of thesolvers.com.au says that ‘head in the sand’ attitude is so risky because you
are leaving your fate, and the fate of your family, in the hands of others. When stressed it can
be difficult to act, but the world won’t stop turning. Engaging a professional to sort things out is
the only way forward- your health and your family will thank you for doing that.
Roland says another type of issue is getting the wrong advice. The Untrustworthy Advisor. “it’s
like when one movie Director films the movie, and they get in another one to edit it – how often
does that end in disaster?!’.
Untrustworthy Advisors will tell you it’s ok to let a company be de-registered, or to ‘Phoenix’ the
business into another company without paying your debts (often the ATO); an unqualified
loophole to get out of the Ground Hog Day, but is it legal? Typically it’s not.
The bad guys – the adversary in the films – often seem quite powerful initially. But soon it’s
clear they’re either not that bright, or some fatal flaw brings their scheme unstuck.
In the ‘Never Ending’, Creditors are not the bad guys. They’re just people like you and me who
are owed money. Efforts to sneak around them will often fail. And they have long memories.

How does your business movie end?
As always, it’s about timing. It pays to get good advice if you are unsure. We all like a happy
ending, and often don’t mind a thrill or a bit of suspense in the meantime. We’re
businesspeople – so that’s how our lives can be!
What are the messages I get all from these movie stories? Make a decision, and act! Ignoring
things and hoping they go away can work, but rarely, and often only in the short term. Your
mistakes tend to catch up with you in the end. Like all good tales – the story of your business
will come to an end, so get the best advice you can and get the best ending (or outcome) you
can!
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Life Is OK For The Zombie
Director For Now. The Afterlife
May Not Be So Great
If a Zombie
Company
director
doesn’t close
their business
properly and
just walks
away,
personal
liability may
still follow.

Most businesses receiving JobKeeper are using the money to
survive while they get in shape, to rebuild once the support tapers
off. Or they should be. But what about the JobKeeper-funded
Zombie Companies? The ones now artificially propped up that
would have naturally closed their doors by now – virus or no virus?
Directors of Zombie Companies are probably feeling a little bit happy with
things at the moment. Government stimulus through initiatives like JobKeeper
has put some dollars into their coffers; they are continuing to trade, are
making sales, generating some additional revenue and ignoring the major
problems with their business.
A Zombie Director might be thinking back to March 24 and resting easy. It
seems like a lifetime ago, so here’s a reminder of what happened then:
• Insolvent trading rules were relaxed for six-month exemption period
• The minimum debt required to issue a Bankruptcy Notice or liquidation
proceedings was raised to $20,000
• The time allowed to respond to a Bankruptcy Notice or Creditor’s Statutory
Demand was increased from 21 days to 6 months. Cont …
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Life Is OK For The Zombie
Director For Now. The Afterlife
May Not Be So Great.
Bill Cotter of Robson Cotter Insolvency Group and the Insolve Panel thinks there could well be
trouble ahead for the Zombie Director when their business finally closes its doors.
The current insolvency exemption period is a special circumstance and will not last forever.
Businesses that have existing debts for GST, PAYG and Super will be liable for those debts and
any that they accrue during the pandemic.
Company Directors must understand that if they close their business or resign a Directorship and
those particular types of debt are outstanding and haven’t been properly reported to the ATO,
they are potentially liable for that debt personally, as they were a Director of the company when
the debt was incurred.“The ATO will not simply forgive a debt incurred before the pandemic and
are unlikely to forgive one incurred when stimulus money is flowing into the economy and the
bank accounts of Zombie companies. There will be a balancing of the ledger at some point, and
for Directors of Zombie companies, that could result in a real risk of personal bankruptcy,” said
Mr Cotter.
Life might seem pretty OK as a Zombie for now, but if you know someone running a business like
that, best piece of friendly advice is act now – the ‘Zombie afterlife’ could be as bad as it sounds!
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Is Your Business Under Threat
from the Corporate Walking
Dead?
Zombie
Companies:
How to survive
the apocalypse
and protect
your business
from the
corporate
undead.

Relentless, emotionless, and hungry; Zombie companies are on the
prowl. Whether we like it or not, we are now facing a Zombie
apocalypse that sees businesses turning into the walking dead. So,
what are the signs that your business is facing a relentless tide of
Zombie Companies, shambling along, directionless, aimlessly
seeking the next feed?
What is a Zombie Company? According to InvestorDaily, the phrase zombie
companies emerged post GFC to mean “businesses that carried debt beyond
their overall value.” And as the nation stumbles out of the coronavirus
lockdown slumber and teeters on the brink of a recession, the zombies are
again coming out of the woodwork.
Chris Baskerville, member of the Insolve Panel and Partner of Jirsch
Sutherland says:
“In George A Romero’s Night of The Living Dead, people are struck down by a
mystery illness and become undead zombies that shuffle about and attack the
healthy – causing them to also become ‘undead’ and multiply the harm they
do”
“Government stimulus and support has been critical to keep viable businesses
going and keep people in jobs. But it is not a miracle cure – the clock is ticking,
and business owners need to use this time to make a plan. Beware the
Apocalypse!” Cont …
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Is Your Business Under Threat
from the Corporate Walking
Dead?
Bill Cotter of Robson Cotter Insolvency Group and the Insolve Panel thinks there could well be
trouble ahead for the Zombie Director when their business finally closes its doors.
The current insolvency exemption period is a special circumstance and will not last forever.
Businesses that have existing debts for GST, PAYG and Super will be liable for those debts and any
that they accrue during the pandemic.
Company Directors must understand that if they close their business or resign a Directorship and
those particular types of debt are outstanding and haven’t been properly reported to the ATO,
they are potentially liable for that debt personally, as they were a Director of the company when
the debt was incurred.“The ATO will not simply forgive a debt incurred before the pandemic and
are unlikely to forgive one incurred when stimulus money is flowing into the economy and the
bank accounts of Zombie Companies. There will be a balancing of the ledger at some point, and
for Directors of Zombie companies, that could result in a real risk of personal bankruptcy,” said
Mr Cotter.
Life might seem pretty OK as a Zombie for now, but if you know someone running a business like
that, best piece of friendly advice is act now – the ‘Zombie afterlife’ could be as bad as it sounds!
Patrick Coghlan, CEO of CreditorWatch, offers similar advice: “If we … support them [distressed
companies] further, we’re going to have an even bigger wave of insolvencies around September.
There are plenty of businesses currently operating that should instead be initiating a wind-up or
at least engaging with a restructuring specialist or banker.”
Do you know a business that is dragging its feet and staring into space? They could be a zombie.

Zombie Behaviour #1 – they are often slow
Insolve Panel Member Roland Robson of Robson Cotter Insolvency Group asks “What do you do if
you run a viable business right now? Will the rest of 2020 see you being like Sheriff’s Deputy Rick
Grimes in The Walking Dead, trying to lead a small band to safety in a zombie apocalypse?”
“The thing is, you already know the sort of client or supplier business. They miss payments, they
string you along. They were always out there. But now there could be a plague of them. You need
to spot them.”
Are your customers:
• Slow to pay, and either only partially pay bills or are late-paying, even before the COVID-19
pandemic began?
• Slow to supply – you know the sort, they over promise and under deliver or give excuses?
• Slow to change and are content just doing the same old thing, the same old way? Cont …
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Is Your Business Under Threat
from the Corporate Walking
Dead?
Zombie Behaviour #2 – they make no sense
Attacking people and biting them isn’t usual behaviour for healthy people. It’s the same in
business. Whether you’re dealing with the slow sort of Zombie that shuffles about or the quick
ones who furiously cause mayhem, you need to know what to watch out for.
Corner cutters and under cutters.
Stuart Craig of 888x and member of thesolvers.com.au, says “they are a menace, and we see
more than usual now. They underprice contracts because they don’t know their actual input costs,
or they set out to cut corners. They just undercut good sustainable businesses”. Stuart says those
Zombies can only keep going if:
• the Zombie business underpays its staff
• the owners take huge risks for no reward
• the owner plans to ‘phoenix’ and not pay their bills
• the Zombie is propped up by short term cash – maybe they are relying on the current
government stimulus as a quick fix.
Zombie Behaviour #3 – they seem to keep going no matter what
Zombies take all sorts of punishment healthy people could not stand: they fall from heights, get
hit by things, lose limbs, and yet they keep going like they’re in a mad daze.
Chris Baskerville says, “A Zombie Business keeps on going because of these three things:”
1. the Director keeps going into more and more debt
2. the owners always think the next deal will save them
3. the owner is in denial and doesn’t know (or want to know) what they could or should do.
Chris and Roland both say they all too often see Directors of those businesses too late. They’re
guilty of all of the above and destroy their equity and business to the point that it’s forced into
liquidation.
Now you know what to spot in a Zombie Company. What do you need to do to? Equip yourself
with the right protection and follow these three tenets (see over page).
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Is Your Business Under Threat
from the Corporate Walking
Dead?
Zombie Protection #1 – write it in stone
Solicitor Bruce Pasetti says update your contracts and terms. And register on PPSR, so you have a
retained interest in goods that you are supplying to a client. This means that if your customer
doesn’t pay, or goes broke, you are in the best position to get your goods, or their value, back.
Patrick Coghlan says, “We’ve seen an influx of new PPSRLogic customers using our portal as well
as our existing customers reaching out to our in-house PPSR expert …. Securing and recording
your business’ interests is vital to protect yourself from failing customers. I see the use of the
PPSR in everyday business as part of the new normal.”

Zombie Protection #2 – organise yourself
In any good zombie movie, survivors usually have an array of weapons at their disposal to protect
themselves and others, and for business owners the same is true. Our panellists picked their
favourite weapons to deal with the threat of attack by zombie companies:
• Keep talking to key clients and suppliers
• Clean up your database to reduce your commercial credit risk
• Don’t get caught in a preference trap
• Renegotiate agreements and leases
• Organise your debts
• Get ‘Judgment Ready’
• Get a Turnaround Plan in Safe Harbour
Patrick Coghlan gives an example how tools such as CreditorWatch’s Payment Predictor and
innovative feature DebtorLogic, can help you to get organised.
“You can assess your slow customers’ payment behaviour and understand if they’re not
prioritising you like the rest of the market, or they’re heading into insolvency.”

Zombie Protection #3 – take a reality check – am I a Zombie?
For many business owners, the stark reality of the COVID-19 pandemic, means learning the hard
way that their business is not viable or sustainable. In other words, you’ve been working hard to
keep going, when cutting your losses and walking way was a smarter decision. “For some
business owners, the smartest thing for them to do is to wind it up now, and walk away with
some equity,” said ANZ’s head of retail and business banking, Mark Hand. Cont …
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Is Your Business Under Threat
from the Corporate Walking
Dead?
What does the post-September economy look like?
In closing Roland Robson says, “Like in any B-Grade Zombie flick, while the survivors live to fight
on another day there are still a few of the Undead around to strike at the unwary (and
unfortunately feature in a sequel!).
“Government stimulus looks to have given a lifeline to companies that possibly should be closed
up. The question is do you want to risk a Zombie business apocalypse which ends badly in forced
liquidations and bankruptcies? Business owners have to make the choice now. If you’re a Zombie
business owner, wind it up during the temporary protections before it does you, and others,
more harm. If you are a survivor, you’ll need to be smart to outrun (and outsmart) the Undead.
“Which one will you be?”
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Part II - Survive and Prosper
Longer Term Sustainability and
Looking for Opportunities
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Check Yourself, Learn The Warning
Signs, Be Alert & Protected
In gory B-grade

In Stuart Craig’s experience, their threat is real. “When Zombie

movies,

companies collapse, they take other businesses with them. We see

Zombies are
usually easy to
spot. Not so

it time and time again, particularly in sectors like construction,
where if a developer collapses, their subbies and suppliers are
often left high and dry and in a world of pain.”

much in

Things are opening up and restrictions are loosening. Now business owners
need to see if they still have a business, and what sort of shape it’s in.

business.

Review, Revise and Reset (again)
Stuart says, “This means doing what any good business owner should do –
analyse cash flow (with and without JobKeeper and other Stimulus receipts),
income, debts, leases and staffing. And plan to work out whether your
operation is still viable and healthy. Part of that process is to keep having the
six critical conversations I identified when the crisis began and refresh them.
And keep doing it.
You need to be having conversations with:
• Suppliers
• Creditors
• Employees
• Tax Office
• Your Bank Cont …
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Check Yourself, Learn The Warning
Signs, Be Alert & Protected
Zombie
Companies:
How to survive
the apocalypse
and protect
your business
from the
corporate
undead.

But what do you need to be talking about? And what do you
watch for?
According to Stuart, the first thing you need to do is look in the mirror and
check you are not infected. “By checking your health, you can work out
exactly where you stand and what your risks are – in precise dollar and
timing terms – which are clear and understandable.”

How do you spot and protect yourself from the Zombie hoard?
Part of the conversations, and your own planning is to watch for warning
signs that you are dealing with a zombie company. They are usually bad
debtors, make late payments, undercut the market on price, overpromise
and underdeliver on service and are loose with terms of trade and
contracts.”
Stuart recommends working with your trusted advisors to ensure you have
the right level of weaponry and protection in your anti-zombie defence kit.
Stuart works with businesses that need to restructure or want to grow, and
he says, “Get legal advice, look at PPSR, your terms of trade, your payment
terms and contractual agreements.”
Some of it is mindset. “Plan to survive / work to thrive,” says Stuart. “If your
business can’t do that, it is a Zombie. If it can, be like the survivors in the
movies – arm yourself - and get ready for the sequel!”
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Hold ’Em, Fold ‘Em, Or Twist?
How’s your

Now is no time to gamble, but as in a game of cards, you do need

Business

to manage risks. Here are the three sharp options for business

Looking Post
COVID? Our
Experts Bring
Some Clarity to
the Big
Decisions
Ahead

owners as we play our way back out of the crisis.
Cross fingers, our COVID-19 pandemic is passing without the awful human
toll seen overseas. Still, for many businesspeople, the economic downturn
has been hard. State and Federal government lifelines have helped owners
‘hibernate’ their operation or stay afloat. JobKeeper, PAYG Credits and more
have helped because for many it has given them valuable time.
But have we used that time wisely or are we in danger of becoming
addicted to the ‘free cash’?
When the crisis started, we asked Insolve Panel Members Chris
Baskerville and John Morgan to set out the three stark options for business
owners to ensure survival. So what’s changed?
We’ve revisited the advice, and checked in to see what is working, and what
you should be thinking about now, not only to survive, but to prosper.
According to Chris Baskerville, the words sung in ‘The Gambler’ by the late
great Kenny Rogers are ‘on the money’:
You’ve got to know when to hold ’em, Know when to fold ’em, Know when to
walk away, And know when to run. Cont …
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Hold ’Em, Fold ‘Em, Or Twist?
“You’ve got to
know when to
hold ’em
Know when to
fold ’em
Know when to
walk away
And know
when to run”

Chris says, “While not relying on Kenny for business advice, there’s
something in the wisdom of the song that applies across all business as we
start to come out of the deep economic freeze”.
“For many business owners the situation we find ourselves in is a lot like
that in The Gambler. Our luck has changed. Maybe we are out of ideas, or
we’ve had too much or too little advice. Or the cards are falling badly.
“But suddenly, another player has flicked us a $100 chip (the government
stimulus). What do we do?”
What do business owners do now? We asked Insolve Panel Members Chris
and Roland Robson, plus Ginette Muller and Bruce Pasetti of
TheSolvers.com.au.

Hold ’em
These are the businesses that are taking stock. They’ve hunkered down to
their homework, having made sure they’d accessed all available support.
For many businesses, at this point, the cash crunch is over, or shut down is
deferred. How do those, and the less fortunate ‘Hold ‘em’?
Chris Baskerville says “Get back to basics. Consider regressing your
business back to its core competencies and let go any ‘speculative
expansion’. For instance, if you are in the used-car business and
speculatively expanded to ‘donut manufacturing’ (which potentially was
losing money B.C. -Before Covid), then shut down donut manufacturing
and get back to the core competency of used-car sales. “You must survive,
before you can thrive”.
Safe Harbour – Ginette Muller says Directors of companies big and small
should consider this protection as a way of protecting themselves while
the business refinances or restructures and moves out of the lockdown.
“Indications are that the short-term protections against insolvent trading,
and other stimulus will not be extended. So, Directors need to give
themselves and their business the time to stay afloat,”’ says Ginette.
“Don’t get hooked on ‘Free Money’. It’s a trap,” says Roland Robson. Get
advice, and make sure the cash flow now is used to unmask the problems
you need to address. Cont …
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Hold ’Em, Fold ‘Em, Or Twist?
“You’ve got to
know when to
hold ’em
Know when to
fold ’em
Know when to
walk away
And know
when to run”

Fold ’em
Has COVID-19 support just delayed the inevitable, and helped some
operators keep playing the same game that will never result in a winning
hand? Or like Bullwinkle constantly trying to impress Rocky by pulling a
Rabbit out of his hat, only to fail each time? Time to walk away.
The Clock is Ticking – Ginette points out that the Government has given
every Director in Australia partial Safe Harbour for 6 months from 24th
March. But this only protects them against insolvent trading (operating a
business that cannot pay its debts when they fall due). If a business is
insolvent, Directors are personally liable for debts incurred prior to then,
and after 24th September 2020.
Orderly Exit – Chris says it’s unlikely that emergency relief will save a
business that was struggling before the crisis, and you should not expect a
government bailout to rescue it. In this case, work with a professional to
undertake an orderly exit while the relief for Directors is in place.”
Roland picks up on Chris’ point about getting early advice, from the right
places. We hear of all sorts of ‘advisors’ cashing in on distressed
businesses claiming the Job Keeper and Cash boost Schemes. Similarly, the
internet is littered with Untrustworthy Advisors and those targeting people
needing help with Liquidation, Restructuring, Insolvency and Bankruptcy
issues. Watch out for ‘bargain basement’ offers. Get advice instead from
appropriate, qualified sources (such as the Insolve Panel or
TheSolvers.com.au).

Or Twist
In ‘ordinary times’ some businesses have a punt on a strategy that can help
grow their business and build loyalty. In adversity, some are forced to, and
this is what we’ve seen many businesses do to survive. Some have
happened upon new revenue sources which can help cover (or even beat)
what they have lost.
While things are opening up, it’s worth taking some of the points to heart
in Hold ‘em or Fold ‘em. If it’s to be a restructure, then get advice. And
consider Safe Harbour while your Turnaround Plan is in place.
ht seem pretty OK as a Zombie for now, but if you know someone running
a business like that, best piece of friendly advice is act now – the ‘Zombie
afterlife’ could be as bad as it sounds! Cont …
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Hold ’Em, Fold ‘Em, Or Twist?
“You’ve got to
know when to
hold ’em
Know when to
fold ’em
Know when to
walk away
And know
when to run”

Solicitor Bruce Pasetti says, “PLEASE don’t make agreements on debt
restructures or new contracts on a handshake! (or elbow nudge or
whatever you are doing to say hello these days). Write it down! So much
easier if there’s a problem later, or one of the parties goes broke.
If you want to try something new, or a different way of doing things, lots of
entrepreneurs are already onto it. Cafés doing eat at home meals, pubs
working with suppliers to offer great deals on cuts of meat or drinks for
people to enjoy at home.
What is a different thing or service for your customers? Roland gives the
example of a Brisbane gym owner who when forced to close her place, set
up a home fitness equipment manufacturing business to meet a different
demand. Roland points out though, “that’s not so easy for everyone – don’t
just take punt or a blind gamble. Do your homework and get qualified
advice.” And if your business cannot pivot like that, ask yourself, is it a Hold
‘em or Fold ‘em decision?

So What To Do? Hold, Fold or Twist?
Whatever you choose will not be easy, and as with any forced business
decision, getting advice from an expert is critical. Kenny Rogers went on to
sing says, “if you’re gonna play the game ... you gotta learn to play it right.”
There are no easy options. Running a good business is about taking and
managing risks, but running a good business shouldn’t just be a gamble.
Hold ’Em, Fold ‘Em, Or Twist?
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Just Like Elephants, Business
Owners Never Forget
Goodwill

I hate the excuse, “it’s just business” – it is often used by some

between

business owners to justify their own actions in taking advantage

fellow
business

of another person. They use some “tough guy swagger” to justify
their actions in their own head. All they have done is achieve a
short-term win for themselves at the expense of someone else

owners is

(who will remember the experience).

important.

Before COVID-19, many of us were already feeling the pinch of a slowing

Here's why.

economy, the effects of the bush fires or drought. The last thing we needed
was a pandemic to hit our businesses like a hammer!
But with any crisis, how you act in tough times says a lot about you as a
business owner. Just as importantly, how you act will be directly linked to
how strongly you come out the other side.
For people like you and me who are building a business, nothing is “just
business”. Our businesses are far more than that – our work isn’t a place
we go (or try to during the pandemic). It’s what we do, and for many of us it
is a key bit of who we are! Cont …
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Just Like Elephants, Business
Owners Never Forget
Our businesses
provide for us,
our families,
our employees.
I think many
of us believe
we contribute
to making
Australia a
better place.

I hear people say “memories are short, people forget fast” – maybe, but I
believe business owners will have long memories.
Our businesses provide for us, our families, our employees. I think many of
us believe we contribute to making Australia a better place.
James, a friend of mine, reckons his business is like an extra child: hard
work, demanding attention, but loved, and if it ever seems like it is
neglected, watch out for the consequences!
Interesting analogy James! For me it’s true, most of us apply the values
from our personal relationships to our business relationships. Whether
that is the “right thing to do” doesn’t matter; it is what we do.
I was chatting to Chris Baskerville, one of the Insolve panelists. Chris often
says how sad it is when people bring a failed business to him that might
have been saved. So what are the options for business right now?
Business owners have to decide how to survive (or wind up). Do they work
with friends, get advice, or play hard ball and get the most for themselves?
Ever the one for a wise word or quote, Chris recalls the words of Winston
Churchill, “One always measures friendships by how they show up in bad
weather”.
In my businesses, I’ve done things over the last few months that someone
who believes everything is “just business” wouldn’t do, but a friend would.
And I have seen other examples. What does a friend do?
• To help clients’ cash flow, I have reduced their fees
• My suppliers have reduced their fees to support my business and others
• Many of us have clients who have seen their business fall apart – like
many, if possible, I have let a good operator suspend binding contracts
rather than enforce them.
Why? Because I know how tough they are doing it, I know just how much
they are struggling, so I believe that I should take some of their pain away,
even if it has meant transferring a bit of the pain to me.
I didn’t need to; it could have been “just business”. I could have forced
contracts to be honoured, or taken advantage, but that’s not what I want to
be known for.
They say elephants have long memories. I also understand the long
memories that business owners have and the power of word of mouth.
Goodwill is important: I’d like to be known as the friend who still shows up
in bad weather!
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Travelling Through (Business)
Zombieland; Rules To Survive
And Prosper
Goodwill

I hate the excuse “it’s just business” – it is often used by a

between

business owner to justify their own actions in taking advantage

fellow
business

of another person. They use some “tough guy swagger” to justify
their actions in their own head. All they have done is achieve a
short-term win for themselves at the expense of someone else

owners is

(who will remember the experience).

important.

Before COVID-19, many of us were already feeling the pinch of a slowing

Here's why.

economy, the effects of the bush fires or drought. The last thing we needed
was a pandemic to hit our businesses like a hammer!
But with any crisis, how you act in tough times says a lot about you as a
business owner. Just as importantly, how you act will be directly linked to
how strongly you come out the other side.
For people like you and me who are building a business, nothing is “just
business”. Our businesses are far more than that – our work isn’t a place
we go (or try to during the pandemic). It’s what we do, and for many of us it
is a key bit of who we are! Cont …
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Travelling Through (Business)
Zombieland; Rules To Survive
And Prosper
So for Zombie Bites 3, we have looked to the cult classic Zombieland. In the film, the character
Columbus has 33 rules for surviving the apocalypse. We’ve asked members of thesolvers.com.au,
Insolve and Patrick Coghlan of CreditorWatch for the ‘rules’ that relate to business in the age of
the Zombie. So, in no particular order:

Rule #2 – The Double Tap – Never assume a dead zombie can’t hurt you
Hang on, aren’t they dead already? In business, this means the collapse of a Zombie Company
that misused government stimulus, only to collapse later, will do damage even after going into
Liquidation.
There may be preference claims for debts paid. Ginette Muller of thesolvers.com.au is a ‘Safe
Harbour’ Specialist. Ginette is concerned that many good businesses that accept payments from
the Zombies may have them clawed back. She suspects liquidators will be aggressive with their
claims for preferences and those trying to defeat a liquidator should make sure they don’t assist
the liquidators case – “it is for the liquidator to prove you received a preference”.
Liquidators need evidence to prove their case and they look for correspondence that threatens to
stop supply or commence legal action for non-payment to support their claim to claw back
payments.
There are various defences to preference claims. One defence that is quite regularly used is that
of ‘good faith’ where you had no reason to suspect a business was insolvent.
“In this environment such a claim might be difficult”, said Ginette. Her advice is to encourage
your customers to pay you in the ordinary course and if they get tardy, personally reach out to
them if you can, to encourage payment.

Rule #22: When in Doubt, Know Your Way Out
Ginette has provided Safe Harbour protection where a company was at risk because a liquidator
was pursuing a large Preference Payment against the business.
“If the liquidator succeeds with their recovery my client will end up insolvent and they themselves
will have to go into liquidation” she said.
Safe Harbour is a must for them while the litigation is on foot because if their battle ends in
defeat, not having Safe Harbour could expose the director’s personal assets to company
creditors.
There are various reasons that a Director might consider staying in Safe Harbour after the
government’s mandatory protection period ends in September. It is not difficult to implement
and every Director should be familiar with the process even if they decide not to avail themselves
of the protection. Cont …
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Travelling Through (Business)
Zombieland; Rules To Survive
And Prosper
Bill Cotter of the Insolve Panel says that every business owner should have a strategic plan
enabling them to see the long-term picture as well as the short-term tactics for survival. “In
business, like in any good zombie movie, you need to know where the exits are. And that’s for
everything from winding up a business through to ending a contract or service agreement.”
“Smart business owners will have a plan, they know their risks, they know their dangers, and they
will have worked with an expert to put fail-safes, such as safe harbour, in place that will offer
them protection in the event of a zombie company harming their business.
“It is vital to have a plan, be prepared and be protected”.

Rule #31: Check the Back Seat – you need to make sure you don’t get nasty
surprises
In the movies, you must make sure that any Zombie can no longer harm you. It is the same in
business, according to Bruce Pasetti of TheSolvers.com.au
“When dealing with a potential Zombie Company, you must manage dealings in a way that
doesn’t leave you open to claims, or loss of your goods because you weren’t secured when debts
they owe you are owed get tangled up in their eventual collapse.”
At present there are some restrictions on the rights of creditors to collect money they are owed.
Bruce says, “You can though - make sure your Terms and Conditions are up to date, that you have
a valid PPSR registration on goods, and that you are well on top of your debtor book.”
Bruce adds you should be talking to all the clients who have enjoyed terms to gauge how they are
doing. Things are tight, and some businesses have removed trading terms altogether. Other
measures are less drastic, but they might be collecting debts more vigorously. You need to make
a decision. Ask yourself which path is right for protecting debtor sales while also protecting the
cash flow of your business.

Rule #16 – Opportunity Knocks – And whenever it does, make sure you answer.
Chris Baskerville of the Insolve Panel quotes the words attributed to John F Kennedy:
“When written in Chinese, the word ‘crisis’ is composed of two characters – one represents
danger, and one represents opportunity.”
Always quotable himself, Chris says, “ If businesses are smart, they will look at growing their
business in uncertain times, because there are opportunities out there.
“The pandemic and plague of Zombies is a great opportunity to reset your business and to move
away from dealing with companies who put you at risk, use the time afforded by government
stimulus money to look at new markets and suppliers so that you can come out of the other side
healthier.” Cont …
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Travelling Through (Business)
Zombieland; Rules To Survive
And Prosper
Rule #33: Swiss Army Knife – You’ve got to have the right tools? But do you have the
right systems (and people) in place?
Patrick Coghlan gives an example how tools such as CreditorWatch’s Payment Predictor and
innovative feature DebtorLogic, can help you to get organised. “You can assess your slow
customers’ payment behaviour and understand if they’re not prioritising you like the rest of the
market or they’re heading into insolvency.”
At the beginning of the pandemic shutdown, TheSolvers.com.au member Stuart Craig highlighted
the important conversations you needed to have as a business owner and to take stock of your
position.
With government support to many (but certainly not all) businesses in need Stuart says now;
“spend the time and money to evaluate the viability of your business model, particularly your
cash flow and income streams. Identify the best people who are critical to keep with you. And do
some simple research. Is there a Government grant to help pay for that help?”
Some State and Territory Governments have schemes in place to help business recover from the
crisis. Some grants can pay towards the costs of Stuart and other qualified advisors.
Stuart adds, ”Do you still have a viable business? Will you be stepping off the financial cliff in
October into the depths below?”

Rule #8 – Get a Kick-Ass Partner – Who are the best people to back you up?
Bill Cotter of the Insolve Panel says, “In business, we often think we can do it all. We can’t. Having
a trusted partner and advisor who has the expertise to help you with critical protection such as
PPSR, Safe Harbour, contracts and terms of business is central to being protected.”
“It is a waste of time and effort to try and do what you are not expert at, invest your money in
working with legal, accounting and advisory professionals who know their stuff, can advise on the
best strategies to take and act for you in your best interests.”
In conclusion, there you are, some rules to survive and hopefully prosper. Watch out for Zombies!
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How to Get Debtors to Pay
During COVID-19
CreditorWatch’s

Learn how to get money from debtors in any scenario.

Payment

The COVID-19 pandemic has been an overwhelming challenge for

Predictor and
DebtorLogic are
insightful tools
to assess how a
debtor treats
you and the risk
they pose to
your business.

businesses of all sizes. It’s an uncertain time for everyone, including
creditors who aren’t sure how to collect debts from customers who are
suffering as much as they are.
Here’s how to navigate the most common payment scenarios during
COVID-19 and get debtors to pay you first.

Keep your lines of communication open
This is the key to understanding how to collect money from debtors in the
current economic climate.
Never underestimate the importance of building a healthy debtor
relationship based on mutual understanding and trust. If you enjoy clear
communication with your customers, you’ll know if they usually pay on
time and are honest about their cash flow issues.
CreditorWatch’s Payment Predictor and DebtorLogic are insightful tools to
assess how a debtor treats you and the risk they pose to your business.
Cont …
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How to Get Debtors to Pay
During COVID-19
Scenario #1 – Your debtor has always been a prompt payer but is now struggling
If you can manage it, a little leniency goes a long way to ensuring your customer relationship
remains solid. Pick up the phone and have an honest conversation about how you’re both faring
in the pandemic. Pick up the phone and have an honest conversation about how you’re both
faring in the pandemic.Find out if your customer is legitimately struggling or if they’re only using
COVID-19 as an excuse to be lax with their payments.
Your credit policy should already clearly document your trading terms, so gently remind your
debtors of these and come to an agreement. You might not need to resort to debt collection tools
just yet, but they’re readily available should you need them.

Scenario #2 – Your debtor has always been slow to pay and is even more so now.
If you’re been monitoring businesses, you’ll have a good idea which of your debtors are slow and
potentially using you as a bank. They might think they can get away with more by blaming their
poor payment behaviour on the pandemic. This is a good opportunity to reassess your credit
terms with your customers and move non-compliant debtors to cash on delivery.
If you’ve used CreditorWatch’s payment overdue notices without any luck, consider lodging
a payment default. Registering a default is an effective way to prompt slow-paying debtors to pay
out of fear of ruining their credit file and relationship with other suppliers.
Our top tip to get debtors to pay? Even just warning a debtor you will register a default against
them is often enough to get paid, just like it was for this Western-Australian packaging company.

Scenario #3 – Your debtor owed you money before COVID-19 and still isn’t
complying
Monitor the business for signs of insolvency and protect your own business by moving to cash on
delivery and securing your assets. If the debtor has been upfront about their difficulties and you
can establish a line of communication, work together to decide on a payment arrangement.
If they haven’t been in touch or aren’t answering your calls, registering a default can help recover
your debts without the need for legal action, like it did for Cassaform, a major Australian
formwork business.
Reporting your debt to CreditorWatch’s 50,000+ strong community with a payment default is a
great way to ensure other businesses also stay away from the non-compliant customer. And it
could also be a sign of things to come - more than 50% of businesses that incur a payment
default go into administration within 18 months. Cont …
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How to Get Debtors to Pay
During COVID-19
According to CreditorWatch data, 20% fewer payment defaults were lodged in March compared
to February 2020. Creditors were showing leniency during the early days of the pandemic, but
that seems to be waning now: from April to May 2020, there has been a 9.5% uptick

[For recent additional data refer to The Economic Road Ahead – Perceptions and Insights].

Find out if your customer is legitimately struggling or if they’re only using COVID-19 as an
excuse to be lax with their payments.
Registering a payment default is often a last resort to get a debtor to pay before seeking legal
action, which can be expensive but sometimes necessary. Escalating to a debt collector or the
courts can seem like a daunting process, but it does have a place in any creditor’s late payment
recovery game plan.
Remember, the government’s temporary relief measures that affect statutory demands only
relate to debts incurred after 25 March 2020. If you have a debt from before this date, the usual
$2,000 threshold and 21-day response time still applies. Learn more about your rights as a
creditor during coronavirus.
Scenario #4 – Your debtor is still trading but is on the brink of insolvency
According to CreditorWatch data, administrations fell by more than 37% from March to April
2020 as businesses took comfort from the government’s temporary relief measures. But, this
doesn’t mean these businesses will last. Beware of zombie companies that are continuing to
trade now but have no hope of financial viability when the measures cease on 24 September.
Cont …
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How to Get Debtors to Pay
During COVID-19
Protect your business’ assets by registering on the PPSR, review your credit application
documentation, and it goes without saying, don’t continue to offer credit to companies on shaky
ground. If you still have outstanding debts and are unsure how to resolve them during this
time, professional advice is available to you.

Importance of proactive debtor management
If the pandemic has proved one thing, it’s how important it is to have effective debtor
management processes in place before you run into trouble. It’s integral to maintaining your cash
flow and staying ahead of bad debt.
And, it doesn’t need to be time-consuming or tricky. Read this blog post for CreditorWatch’s top 8
best debtor management practices you can implement in any economic climate.
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COVID-19 What Options Do
Creditors Have?
Expert advice

Part of the government strategy to navigate the COVID-19

for creditors

pandemic was focused on hibernating parts of the economy for

during the
COVID-19
pandemic

an indefinite period and kickstarting things again with as many
businesses still trading as possible.
Much has been made of the various state and federal stimulus packages
to assist Australians, including the JobKeeper payment announced on 30
March, and the changes in insolvency legislation to help businesses
survive the severe economic impacts of this pandemic.
The government has been rightly worried about people and businesses
who owe money but have no income. But what about the groups they
owe money to – the creditors?
TheSolvers.com.au spoke to three experts on the matter:
Bill Cotter is a registered liquidator and bankruptcy trustee, jointmanaging partner of Robson Cotter Insolvency Group as well as a
member of the Insolve Panel.
Bruce Pasetti is a solicitor, principal of Stratos Legal and a member of
TheSolvers.com.au.
Ginette Muller is a safe harbour specialist, Partner of Hall Chadwick and
member of the Insolve Panel. Cont …
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COVID-19 What Options Do
Creditors Have?
It’s going to be tough. In discussions with creditors and businesses across Australia, Bill Cotter is
under no illusions about how tough it will be for companies with large outstanding debts.

Bill makes these 7 important points:
1. The focus of the government so far has been on keeping businesses trading, and this means a
lot of changes for businesses who need to recover a debt.
2. We have seen the response period to creditor petitions and bankruptcy notices extended to six
months and the minimum debt requirements to pursue liquidation raised to $20,000.
3. Businesses with substantial outstanding debts or those that work to collect debts will have very
tough times ahead.
4. Their own cash flow will take a hit as a result of these measures and will need to be allowed for.

Albeit the overarching intention and justification for the steps is clear, it will not minimise the
pain that they will face.
5. With courts closed or cases delayed there will also be impacts for creditors reliant on the
process of law.
6. For businesses that do not have statutory demands or actions already in hand, there will be
limited recourse for the next six months.
7. In addition, with some courts not sitting, there are delays to hearings and decisions on matters
already in the justice system.

Take charge of the situation
Bruce Pasetti says:
Bank and non-bank finance is still available for good businesses facing a cashflow crunch right at
the moment. What they want to see are accurate financials and proactive business owners. He
suggests three options for creditors to help control the outcome of this situation.

Get secured, and check your T&Cs
If you are still trading on terms with your debtor, you might be able to register on the PPSR or
otherwise take security on what you have sold on those terms. Cont …
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COVID-19 What Options Do
Creditors Have?
What’s in your T&Cs (such as obtaining Personal Guarantees) will determine what you can do to
help secure yourself. For example, does the fine print allow you to put register an interest over
the Director’s house?
Check what rights the lawyers might have put in ages ago, and you’d never had to use. By
securing what you can, you can become a ‘secured creditor’ and rank ahead of others who do not
have those safeguards in place.

Get ‘judgment ready’ for when things pick up
In most jurisdictions you can still pay the legal fees and seek judgment for your debt, but getting
beyond that, in most cases you will have to wait. The government has introduced extensions for
compliance with a number of enforcement tools but there are still some avenues available to
creditors to get paid or get secured.
The trouble is that things are still changing and settling down. Just one example is that the bailiffs
or sheriffs in many jurisdictions are suspending their collection activities for several months. It’s
best to get advice on what your individual options are now.

Offer more time but secure your assets
If you don’t have great terms and conditions you can fall back on to be a secured creditor, think
about a ‘Deed of Forbearance’.
Basically say to your debtor, “we won’t chase you for X months and you can then pay the debt off
over at an agreed rate, but in return you agree for us to register on the PPSR and get security on
our assets.”
It’s so important to get these arrangements in a proper legal form so there is no confusion later
on.
There are specialist insolvency law firms who can provide you with a template deed you can then
fill in yourself. Try for a Director’s guarantee.

Exposed industries should seek professional help and a Safe Harbour
The government has assisted greatly by giving every Director in Australia a form of Safe Harbour
for 6 months, but this only protects them against insolvent trading.
Ginette Muller advises businesses need to be proactive and get themselves into proper Safe
Harbour so they are protected against more than just insolvent trading. Cont …
[Exposed industries are covered in Creditor Watch’s The Economic Road Ahead- Perceptions and Insights]
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COVID-19 What Options Do
Creditors Have?
Ginette says:
Now is a very good time to be looking at how to come out the other side. The Prime Minister is
advocating for deals to be done with all creditors, not just banks and landlords. This could all be
done as part of a restructuring arrangement and businesses need to think about how they do
this.
Safe Harbour is a strategy that a business can turn to. But there are conditions. The business
owner must have their accounts and records in order, get expert help from a professional,
determine if the organisation is viable and then develop and implement a restructuring plan.
This strategy provides Directors with time to take stock. You can negotiate with suppliers, engage
with customers, refinance debts, diversify service offerings, target new markets, reassess fixed
costs and plan a way to ride out the storm.
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Useful Resources
Links to external resources are included for the assistance of business
owners and not for a commercial purpose. Copyright and fair use of those
resources is not claimed by TheSolvers.com.au and it is not responsible for
the accuracy of the information provided.

Problems Solved
for Small &
Medium
Business
Sometimes you don’t
know what you don’t
know. And sometimes
it’s hard to know
where to turn. Lots of
people might give you
advice, but where do
you get the advice you
really need?
Business owners face
challenges like these
every day. Everyday we
– TheSolvers.com.au –
find the solutions.
You can get the advice
you need now. We
offer a free, no
obligation consultation.
Contact us to learn
more.

Looking to understand more about how to thrive and
survive in the pandemic and beyond?
CreditorWatch
The Economic Road Ahead – Perceptions and Insights
TheSolvers.com.au
Getting Debts Paid During COVID-19 (Creditors Statutory
Demands) The Business Pandemic Playbook 1
Links for government support and information in Australian
states and territories
ACT - NSW - NT - QLD – SA – TAS – VIC - WA
Many thanks to Hazel Key, of Hazel Key Inc, James Flaherty of Social Beast,
and Natalie Kapovic of CreditorWatch for their assistance in producing
this useful information for business owners.
For properties mentioned, no relationship is sought or asserted with Act III Communications, Buttercup Films Ltd,
The Princess Bride Ltd, Joseph E. Levine Productions, Columbia Pictures, Paramount Vantage, Miramax, Scott Rudin
Productions, Mike Zoss Productions, Warner Bros, American Movie Classics, Circle of Confusion, Valhalla Motion
Pictures, Darkwoods Productions, Image Ten, Idiot Box Productions, Relativity Media, Pariah, Don Schitz and Rogers
Estate, Investor Daily and any other source or copyright holder.
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Thesolvers.com.au is a
specialised group of
likeminded but
independent professionals
and business advisers.
Each member brings a
wealth of business
knowledge.
To be a member of
thesolvers.com.au you
must be invited by a fellow
member who can vouch
for the quality of your work
over a long period of time.

Practical Business Advice
business advisory services
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